Brown Bag Agenda

Date: December 7, 2012
Location: Judge Baldwin’s Conference Room

I. New Items to be Discussed

1.) Team to discuss SB 236

   - No need group
   - No new
   - 14th missed/positive
   - 28th missed/positive
   - 3rd missed/positive = gone

   Treatment issues case by case compliance
   Current or compliant w/ print plan
   1st, fines

2.) Incentive Basket

   Team to decide how we are going to utilize new incentive basket. Other suggestions for positive recognition?
II: Current Policies to be Reviewed

1.) CI Bus

Review: Last Brown Bag it was decided to use the bus on a case by case basis; some examples include: CSW hrs greater than 8 hrs, issues surrounding attitude, not completing sanctioned CSW.

- Establishing a process for signing up and tracking the CI Bus.

2.) Fines and Fees Revocation:

- Sanction suggestion: add a weekend on CI Bus for 1st violation of payment schedule

3.) Job Search

4.) Do we want to allow a fine conversion if finances are keeping a participant from graduating? If so, how many missed graduations do they miss before we allow conversion?